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TFP WATCH  

  INSTRUCTIONS -  GENERAL RECOMENDATIONS 

 

1. Starting the watch. 

TFP watches are exclusively mechanical: the energy that drives them is supplied either 

by the act of manual winding or by the automatic mechanism,  which uses the kinetic 

energy of  the normal movements of  the arm . 

- To start the watch, it is necessary in both cases to carry out a manual winding: 

 setting the crown in winding position and then  turning the crown – alternatively  in a 

clockwise / counter clockwise direction - for at least 30-40  rotations ( this supplies about 

50% of power supply).    

For movements with manual winding, turn until the crown stops. 

 

2. Power Reserve 

Automatic  self-winding) movements will continue to wind autonomously,  if the watch is 

moved with some continuity. 

Note how winding   is also linked to the owner's lifestyle: for a 100% recharge, it can take 

up to 8 hours in which the watch is actively worn. 

The power reserve is the maximum duration that the watch runs even when kept 

motionless.  Consult the specific technical info of single models,   for all information on 

the duration of the power reserve. 

  

 

3. Using the crown 

The crown's resting position ( position  1) guarantees the watch's water resistance. To 

use or unblock the crown, where necessary, and for the operations described above, 

consult the specific instructions for the type of crown (simple, screwed, bayonet or other) 

and how to use them.   Usually you find the instructions   in a QR code on the watch 

box. 

 

i.e. on Windrose model we have: 

Position    Function 

1    Crown screwed   watch working 

1.1 Crown unscrewed  winding the watch 

2    Crown 1st click   setting the date 

3    Crown 2ndclick   setting the time 
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4. Setting the Time 

 
Once the crown has been released ( pos. 1.1)  where necessary, pull it out completely , 

then turn it in hourly  direction until you arrive at the desired setup. 

 In order to correctly pre-select the calendar jump (where present) at midnight, continue 

to rotate the hands until the date changes then set to the desired time. 

On  Windrose  unscrew the crown,  then gently pull it out to the  2nd click ( position. 3) 

GMT: To set the GMT/second time zone, where present, consult the specific instructions 

of GMT model. 

 

5. Setting the Date 

 
Once the process described in point 3 has been carried out, it may be necessary to set 

today's date via a fast  date setting.  

NEVER carry out fast date setting between 10.00 p.m. and 4.00 a.m., as this could 

damage the mechanism.  

Once the crown has been released/ unscrewed , where necessary, gently pull it out to the 

1st click ( position 2)  and turn it in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction, depending on 

the movement, until the date moves and continue until the correct date has been set; to 

find out which direction is required for your watch's mechanism, consult the specific 

instructions. 

 

6. Using the chronograph function 

 
If you own a watch with a chronograph function for timing events, this is controlled with 

two pushpieces.  

The resting position for the pushpieces guarantees the watch's water resistance. To find 

out how to locate the start/stop and reset buttons, use and release them where necessary, 

and for chronograph operations, consult the specific instructions regarding the position 

and type of push button (simple, screwed, bayonet or other special types) and how to use 

them. 

One of the two pushpieces can be pressed and released in succession to start and stop 

the chronograph, in a cycle that may be repeated as desired. 

Pressing the other pushpiece will return the chronograph to zero, readying it for a new 

measurement.  

 

NEVER 

-  reset without stopping the chronograph function;  (risk of damaging the movement ). 

- operate chronograph pushers under water in order to prevent water entering the 

mechanism.  
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7.  Watch care 

 
What must I do to ensure that my TFP watch provides me with excellent service for many 
years? 
 

Magnetic fields: magnetic fields affect the proper watch functions and its precision, so 

avoid placing your watch nearby  computers, loudspeakers or refrigerators, since they 

generate powerful magnetic fields. 

Swimming in the sea: the accumulation of salt and deposits can make it difficult to 

operate the bezel, crown and buttons (putting the watch's water resistance at risk), also 

staining the leather of the strap;  always rinse the watch with fresh water afterwards. 

 

Shocks:   TFP watches are manufactured according to current regulations regarding 

impact resistance, but to ensure the best functionality over time, absolutely  avoid any 

kind of shock. 

 

Screw-down crown: screw the crown down carefully to prevent water  from penetrating 

the case. 

Non screw-down crown: push it back against the case into the rest position to prevent  

water and moisture from entering the case. 

 

Cleaning:  cases, metal bracelets and buckle can be cleaned by using  a toothbrush and 

soapy water, then dry with a soft cloth. 

Chemical products: avoid direct contact with solvents, detergents, perfumes, cosmetics, 

etc. since they may damage the bracelet, case or gaskets. 

 

Temperature: avoid exposure to extreme temperatures ( >  60°C, or 140°F,  <  0°C, or 

32°F) or to extreme temperature changes. 

 

Halogen lamps: avoid exposing your watch continuously and / or close to the light of 

halogen lamps, as they can whiten the strap and / or dial, indexes and hands. 

 

Water-resistance: a watch’s water-resistance cannot be permanently guaranteed. It may 

notably be affected by the ageing of gaskets or by an accidental shock to the crown.  

We recommend  you have the water resistance of your watch checked once a year by 

an authorized TFP Service Centre. 
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Chronograph push-pieces: do not operate chronograph pushers while diving, in order to 

prevent water entering the mechanism.  

 

 

8. Service intervals 

 
What are the service intervals? 
Like any precision instrument, a watch needs regular servicing to ensure that it functions 
perfectly.  
We cannot indicate the frequency of such work, since it depends not only on the model, 
but also on the climate and the owner’s individual care of the watch.  
As a general rule, a watch should be serviced every 3  to 5 years, depending on the 
conditions in which it is used. 

 

Who should I contact for a maintenance service? 
We recommend that you contact an approved TFP service centre or an authorized TFP 
retailer ( Shop). They are equipped with the tools and apparatus required to carry out 
the work and the necessary checks in a professional manner.  
Furthermore, these entities can guarantee that their work is carried out in accordance 
with TFP's strict quality standards. 
For Service see the relevant section on TFP website:  Service / Customer Care. 

 

9. Leather straps 

TFP  recommends that you follow the steps below in order to preserve the original 
condition of your leather strap for as long as possible: 

- avoid a long lasting contact with water and dampness to prevent discoloration and 

deformation; after swimming in the sea, rinse in fresh water. 
- avoid long exposure to sunlight ( or halogen lamps) to prevent the color from fading. 
- do not forget that leather is permeable: therefore avoid contact with greasy substances 
and cosmetic products. 
Please note that TFP straps are in vegetable tanned leather, therefore free of chemical 
additives, so may have color variations, one compared to the other, which moreover  
make them unique objects 
 
 

10. Strap change mechanism 

Thanks to an effective design solution,  TFP strap has a handy change 
mechanism: with a safe lock, not based on spring bar. 
Each lug of the TFP case presents: 
- on one side a normal circular hole 
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- on the other side, a hole with an anti-rotating hexagonal section, which blocks the head 
of the fixing rod, allowing you to screw / unscrew the rod by acting on one side only. 
 
 
Attention: the side with the hexagonal hole is different on the lugs close to 12hh  and 
those close to 06 hh 
 
   Left side   Right side  
- Lugs at 12hh:  hexagonal hole  circular hole  
- Lugs at 06hh:  circular hole   hexagonal hole 

 
The shaft consists of a long body with a hexagonal head and a screw with a round head. 
 
 

11. To change a strap: 

• use the TFP hex key provided (1.5 mm). 
 

• unscrew ( softly)  the rod from the side of the circular section (screw side) and 
extract first the screw and then push out the rod ( using the key) 
 

• take the new strap and place it between the lugs, at a 90° angle respect the case 
 

• insert the shaft body into the strap so that the side with hexagonal profile matches 
the side of the lug with hexagonal hole and push the shaft body until the hexagonal 
head is fully entered into the housing of the lug and, at the same time , the other 
end has entered the hole on the inner side of the opposing lug: the strap will now 
be hooked, but not fixed. 
 

• place the screw in the hole in the loop and screw ( without forcing)  with the key 
securing the strap. 

 
12.  Dark: metal coating  

 
In the dark / total dark  models, the OX-B   treatment creates a coating of an intense black 
color (burnishing), with a remarkable aesthetic effect and  an anti-reflective function.  
Like all coatings it must not be attacked with cuts or scratches, so it is advisable to take care 
of it. 
 

A consequence of the specific oxidation of the TFP  Dark case are: 

- its individuality - each watch has slightly different hues and shades from all the others  

- its transformation (a possible appearance of gray tones, due to time and use). 

 

All this further increases the peculiarity and value of a TFP watch. 

 


